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Abstract: This paper presents a theoretical approach to compare the performance of a directive and 

a quasi-omnidirectional on-body antennas. Two canonical antennas, namely, a dipole and a 

rectangular aperture, are considered in the 60 GHz band. We first demonstrate that for this on-body 

configuration, the classically-defined far-field antenna gain depends on the observation distance. 

Consequently, we derive results in terms of radiation efficiency and link budget. To do so, the 

antenna input impedance computation is a preliminary step to normalize the input power to allow a 

fair comparison between the two antennas. The impedance over a lossy half-plane of an aperture 

illuminated by a TE10 mode normally polarized is therefore derived into a convenient 

easy-to-compute formulation, which to authors’ best knowledge, is not available in the literature. In 

terms of link budget, it is obtained that the received power due to an aperture is generally higher than 

the one due to the dipole in the main lobe direction. A constant difference is observed along the 

distance and this difference increases with the aperture width for antennas touching the body. 

Besides, it is shown that the standard aperture waveguide WR15 exhibits a slightly higher efficiency 

than a vertical dipole with the same vertical size when placed at a distance less than 3 mm (i.e., 0.6 

λ) from the body phantom surface. Above this distance, both the dipole and the aperture exhibit 

similar efficiency in the order of 60 %. 

1. Introduction 

Body Area Network (BAN) is a fundamental technology for remote vital data sign monitoring. It 

is becoming ubiquitous since wearable communicating devices are more and more used for different 

applications such as wellbeing monitoring, sport, multimedia entertainment [1], [2], virtual reality, 

and assistance for people with disabilities [3]. BANs have to ensure reliable communications while 

offering a sufficient autonomy for users. Energy is indeed an issue in BANs since the room for the 

battery is often limited. Wireless communications usually consume a large part of the power 

available in small sensors [4]. Therefore, it is important to understand the link budget as well as the 

antennas radiation behavior when wireless communications take place on the human body (or in the 

body vicinity). 

To do so, channel modeling based on measurements is usually performed. However, as stated in 

[5], a BAN channel model is antenna-specific unless antenna de-embedding is performed. On-body 

antenna de-embedding is a real challenge due to the strong coupling between the body and the 

antenna. This problem was addressed in simulation in [6] where an arbitrary distance has been 

chosen to separate the antenna from the channel. The antenna is simulated with the close-surrounding 

human body part, being typically small, using FDTD (Finite Difference Time Domain) simulation. 

Equivalent small electric dipoles are then determined on the surface of a cuboid which enables to 
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couple it to an analytical channel, modeled by Bannister formulations. Using a similar approach but 

based on Spherical Wave Functions, authors in [7] extended the concept to measurements under 

some simplification assumptions. In that way, works in [6] and [7] enable to compare the 

performance of different specific antennas for a given channel. Regarding the antenna’s intrinsic 

properties when located on the human body, several studies in the literature investigated the radiation 

efficiency compared with the efficiency when located in free-space. This degradation was reported in 

[8] at about 20 % for two dual-band textile antennas (2.45 GHz and 5.2 GHz) embedded on a real 

person inside a reverberation chamber. In [9], the efficiency of a wearable textile patch antenna 

resonating at 2.4 GHz has been measured in an anechoic chamber at 29 %, when placed in direct 

contact to a phantom, and to 51 %, with an 8 mm-spacing distance with the phantom. Finally, it is 

reported in simulation in [10] that a directional slot antenna achieves a higher efficiency than an 

Omni-directional monopole antenna on-body between 3 GHz and 6 GHz. All these studies do 

consider specific antenna topologies on a specific human body and it is therefore difficult to draw 

general conclusions. This is why an analytical approach was undertaken in our former study [11] to 

define on-body radiation efficiency and its dependence on frequency for a vertical dipole. However, 

the question of whether it is better to use an antenna with low or high directivity has not been 

investigated from an analytical point of view.  

Consequently, this paper proposes a theoretical approach to compare two radiating antennas on 

the body in terms of link budget performance and radiation efficiency. The study considers two 

canonical antennas, namely a dipole and a rectangular aperture, normally polarized on the surface of 

a planar phantom with the same dielectric properties than the skin. Due to the recent interest in the 

license-free 60 GHz band for BANs [12]–[15], obtained results will be illustrated at this frequency. 

To compare the power radiated by these two antennas, it is necessary to determine the accepted input 

power and thereby, the input impedance. Although the dipole input impedance over a lossy 

half-space has been already derived in closed-form in [16], to author’s best knowledge, there exists 

no such result for the aperture over a lossy half-space. Consequently, one contribution of this paper is 

to provide an easy-to-compute expression to calculate the aperture’s input impedance based on the 

complex image technique. 

Section 2 emphasizes the issue of defining a gain for an antenna that is embedded on the human 

body. Section 3 defines the alternative properties that will be used in this paper to characterize 

antenna performance. Section 4 derives the expression of the aperture’s input impedance over the 

human body that is necessary to calculate results presented in Section 5, in terms of link budget and 

radiation efficiency. 

2. Gain of a dipole antenna over a human body 

In this section, we aim to establish the expression of the gain of a vertical dipole placed at a 

height hTc above the body skin phantom as illustrated in Figure 1. At 60 GHz, the body can be 

approximated by a planar homogeneous dissipative medium characterized with body skin dielectric 

properties from [17]. The two media, air and body phantom, are characterized by their wave numbers 

k0 and kskin, respectively. From Figure 1, the direct and reflected path lengths are represented by r1 

and r2, and can be written as: 
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�� = ��� + �ℎ
 − ℎ���,	�� = ��� + �ℎ
 + ℎ��� (1)

In Eq. (1), ρ is the horizontal distance, hR denotes the observation point height above the phantom, 

and hTc is the separating distance from the phantom surface to the dipole center along its length. 

 

Figure 1. Vertical electric dipole in air at heigth hTc over a planar body skin phantom. 

In far-field condition, the distances r1 and r2 can be approximated 

• for amplitude variations with �� ≈ �� ≈ � (2)

• and for phase variation with �� ≈ � − ℎ� cos �,	�� ≈ � + ℎ� cos �  (3)

The antenna gain is obtained from the radiated power toward a given direction with respect to the 

isotropically radiated input power according to equation [18] 
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where η0 is the free-space intrinsic impedance, r the radial distance (see Figure 1), Pin is the accepted 

input power, and Eθ the electric far field θ-component. This formulation slightly differs from 

classical free-space gain definition since the axis reference in Figure 1 is deported from antenna 

central phase. This approach however has the benefit to be compatible with the definition of the 

geometry as described in Figure 1, which has been used to derive field expressions over a lossy 

half-space in an analytical form. For instance, Norton formulation has been shown to correctly define 

the radiated field for on-body propagation in [19] and is therefore used here to calculate the field Eθ 

using: 

θθρθ sincos zEEE −=  (5)

where Eρ and Ez are the cylindrical field components received at an observation point located at a 

horizontal distance ρ and height hR from a vertical dipole fed by a constant current I0 and of length 2l.  
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The cylindrical field components are given in [20]. In far-field region
1
, we obtain the total field 

expression (6), where the commonly negligible first higher-order contribution is retained in the 

formula in addition to the far-field component 1/r. Although this second term vanishes in the far field 

away from the human body, it is not negligible near the air-skin interface, where the 1/r far field term 

vanishes. The first term is not dependent on the dielectric characteristics and corresponds to the sum 

of the field radiated in free space and the field reflected by a Perfect Electric Conductor (PEC) 

located at the air-skin interface. The last term includes the medium effect on wave reflection and the 

so-called Norton surface wave contributions. 

�� ≈ − ��4� �����
��
��
�  2"�#$%&'� sin�cos�"�ℎcos��
+2"��*�* cos � − sin���#$%&'+, �"�� #-$./.01

11
2
 (6)

where υ is the wave number ratio given by (7): 

3 = "�"4%56 (7)

The fP expression contains the Fresnel integral bounded with numerical distance P: 

/. = 12 �1 +  � − 8 #$9√2�; <;.
�  (8)

= = >"���2 ? @3�� + AB + A� C� ∈ ℂ (9)

Applying Eq. (6) into Eq. (4), the final expression of the dipole gain on a lossy dielectric is given 

by: 

F� = ��������8�=56 H 2"�#$%&'sin�cos�"�ℎcos��
+ 2�"��*�* cos � − sin���#$%&'+, �"�� #-$./.H� 

(10)

We notice that when neglecting the second term in Eq. (10), arising from the higher-order term in 

Eq. (9), the resulting gain expression is the same than the dipole gain above a PEC plane according to 

the image theory [18]. Unlike these commonly known antenna gains in free space or above a PEC, 

the gain in the equation (10) depends on the observation distance present in the second term. 

Consequently, this distance-dependent gain appears to be not suitable to describe antenna radiation 

                                                 
1
 According to [20], the far-field is defined for 4 < |P| < ∞ and is equivalent to a distance higher 

than 0.086 m (8.6 cm) for on body propagation at 60 GHz. 
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behavior over lossy half-space, especially for the design of on-body links. So, this raises the issue of 

how to compare the performance of two different antennas once embedded on a human body. 

To give better insights regarding this issue, two canonical antennas are considered in following 

sections, namely, one dipole antenna and one aperture antenna. In free space, knowing their gain 

would be sufficient to design a wireless link accordingly. But, because the human body is a lossy 

medium, its interaction with the antenna will influence the overall radiation efficiency. So, we 

propose to calculate the radiated field and to observe the link budget and the radiation efficiency in 

order to compare the two canonical antennas, as explained in Section 3. 

3. Power considerations: link budget and radiation efficiency 

The on-body link configuration is presented in Figure 2 for a rectangular aperture or a dipole 

radiating to a distant point above a body-skin half-space. The considered aperture and dipole have the 

same dimension along the vertical axis (Oz’) and are assumed to be vertically polarized. 

 

Figure 2. Geometry under investigation: source radiating above the phantom plan (Ox’y’). 

The body is modeled by a planar half-space corresponding to (Ox’y’) plane. The suitability of the 

planar geometry for on-body links has been validated to some extent using full-wave simulations 

considering a real human shape up to 60 GHz in [19] and also with measurements from the literature 

in [21]. 

At 60 GHz, the skin depth (0.5 mm) is most of the time lower than the skin thickness which may 

range between 0.5 mm and 1.7 mm and in most human part equals to 1 mm [22], [23]. Therefore, the 

propagation media can be considered as an infinite half-space. 

The received power PRX at the distant observation point depends on the antenna height hT, the 

source-observation distance ρ, and the observation point height hR. The antenna source height hT 

considered here differs from the previous one (hTc in Figure 1) since it is taken from the phantom 

surface to the bottom part of the antenna rather than its vertical center. 

The basic link budget between two antennas is given by: 

=
I�<JK� = =�I�<JK� − =L�<J� + F�I�<JM� + F
I�<JM� (11)

where PTX is the antenna accepted input power, PL the path loss, and the transmitter antenna gain 

GTX variability was discussed in the previous section. In our case, an observation point is considered 

at the reception, which is equivalent to an isotropic receiving antenna (GRX = 0 dBi). The effective 

area of such an antenna is equal to λ²/4π. Therefore, the received power can be determined from the 

radiated field by: 
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=
I = |�
I|�2��
O�4� (12)

where η0 is the intrinsic impedance of free space, and ERX is the radiated field at the receiver location. 

We define the radiation efficiency as the ratio between Prad, the total radiated power in the upper half 

space (since the power radiated in the lower half-space is considered not to contribute to the BAN 

communications, and vanishes anyway in far-field because of the losses) and Pin, the antenna real 

input power: 

� = ='PQ=56  (13)

='PQ = 12�� 8 8 |�
I|��� sin �R�
-R� <�<SR�

�  (14)

with θ, the elevation angle varying in the interval	T− R� , R�V, φ the azimuthal angle in interval T0, R�V, 
and r the radial distance (cf. Figure 2). 

We intend to compare the performance of both the canonical antennas under consideration using 

the received power PRX given by equation (12) and the radiation efficiency given in equation (13). To 

obtain a meaningful comparison on PRX, both antennas should accept the same amount of power. To 

ensure that and also to calculate η in equation (13), the antennas’ input impedance Zin over the human 

body needs to be known. In fact, the power calculation in equations (12) and (14) is based on the 

field ERX which itself depends on the current distribution from the relation [16], [24]: 

�
I�X� = 1 YZ� [ @"�� + \�\A�CF]̂^_�X′�ab′cB  (15)

• r: observation point vector position; 

• r’: source vector position; 

• FdAA: vector Green’s function for vector potential due to an infinitesimal dipole orientated 

along the vertical direction z. 

• J(r’): the source current density polarized along z-axis.  

For the dipole antenna, neglecting the current variation along φ, the current density J flowing on 

the cylindrical surface is equivalent to a linear current I distributed along its length as: 

��AB� = �� sin�"�e� − |AB − �� + ℎ��|f� (16)

where l is the dipole half length, z’ the source current position, and hT the dipole height as shown in 

Figure 2. The constant current I0 in (16) is related to the accepted input power Pin by: 

�� = , 2=56g#�h56� (17)

where Zin is the input impedance. 
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For an aperture with a TE10 mode field distribution, the current density J is given as follows: 

i = _� cos @ �jPk lBC mB,n l′ ∈ T−jPk2 ,jPk2 V (18)

The constant current J0 is determined from the equivalence principle relating the field in the 

aperture to the current (factor 2 in Eq. (19)) and the normalizing constant from [25]: 

_� = o2, 2ℎPkjPkp, 2=56g#�h56� (19)

where hap is the dimension along z and wap the width along y’ (cf. Figure 2). 

The input impedance of a vertical dipole was determined in [16] using the complex image 

method. However, to the authors’ best knowledge, the input impedance of an aperture over a lossy 

half-space is not available in the literature. Consequently, we propose to extend the approach of [16] 

in the next section in order to calculate the input impedance of a vertically polarized aperture over a 

human body. 

4. Antenna input impedance 

The aim of this section is to provide an easy-to-compute formula for the input impedance of a 

vertically-polarized aperture over a lossy half-space. In [16], the impedance of a vertical dipole on a 

dielectric is obtained from its current distribution and its radiated E-field by using the EMF 

(ElectroMotrice Force) method. Assuming a sinusoidal current distribution, the authors of [16] 

obtained a convenient impedance expression that avoids any singularity problem. This method is also 

applied here for the rectangular aperture where further singularities due to the double spatial 

integration have been taken care of. 

The aperture input admittance Yin is defined in [18] as: 

q56 = 2=∗|s56|� (20)

where P is the complex power crossing the aperture and Vin is the input voltage. P is obtained by 

integrating the flux of the Poynting vector through the aperture over the aperture surface: 

= = 12[�t × v∗�. xy az (21)

In Eq. (21), v∗ is the conjugate of the magnetic field, xy	 is the normal to the surface vector. 

The electric field E is related to the magnetic current distribution M on the aperture according to 

equivalence principle for an aperture with an infinite PEC around [18] as: 

{ = −2xy × t (22)

The resulting admittance is therefore: 

q56 = − 12|s56|� [ |�X�}∗�X�abc  (23)

where r denotes the vector position at the observation point. 
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The radiated magnetic field from a rectangular surface is defined by Pocklington’s integral [24] 

as: 

|�X� = 1 Yμ� [ �"��F]����X|X′� − ∇∇BF��X|X′��{�X′�ab′cB  (24)

• F]���: dyadic Green function for vector potential; 

• F�: Green function for scalar potential. 

The other parameters are the same than in Eq. (15). For a horizontally oriented magnetic 

infinitesimal dipole (i.e., vertical polarization of the electric field): 

F]����X|X′� = l�l�F]��
 (25)

|�X� = 1 Yμ� [ "��F]��{�X′�ab′cB�������������������
− 1 Yμ� [ ∇∇BF��X|X′�{�X′�ab′cB�������������������������

 
(26)

A and V subscripts denote terms related to vector and scalar potentials, respectively , and the input 

admittance can then also be separated into vector and scalar terms such as: 

q56 = q56] + q56�  , (27)

q56] = − 12|s56|� [ |]�X�{∗�X�abc  (28)

q56� = − 12|s56|� [ |��X�{∗�X�abc  (29)

For a TE10 propagation mode, the magnetic current distribution M is defined by Eq. (30):  

{ = }� cos @ �jPk lBC�B,n l′ ∈ T−jPk2 ,jPk2 V (30)

The maximum current M0 is related to the input voltage using the same approach than for the 

constant current J0 in Eq. (19): }�s56 = 2, 2jPkℎPk (31)

After combining Eqs. (30)-(31) with Eqs. (28)-(29), the obtained input-admittance vector and 

scalar terms are respectively: 

q56] = − 4"�� Yμ�jPkℎPk 8 <A������
�� 8 <AB������

�� 8 <l���/�
-���/� 8 <lB���/�

-���/�  

�cos > R��� l?F]�� cos > R��� lB?�  

(32)
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q56� = 4 Yμ�jPkℎPk 8 <A������
�� 8 <AB������

�� 8 <l���/�
-���/� 8 <lB���/�

-���/�  

�cos > R��� l?∇∇BF� cos > R��� lB?�  

(33)

The double operator ∇∇B applied on Gq can be simplified in Eq. (33) by integrating by parts (cf. 

Appendix A): 

q56� = 4> �jPk?�
 Yμ�jPkℎPk 8 <A������

�� 8 <AB������
�� 8 <l���/�

-���/� 8 <lB���/�
-���/�  

�sin > R��� l?F� sin > R��� l′?�  

(34)

The Green's functions F]��
 and Gq expressions are obtained considering the duality between 

electric and magnetic field using expressions given in [26]:  

F]�� = 14� 8 1 2"^� �#-$%�&�^-^B� − �#-$%�&�^�^���
-�+ /� �"^��#-$%�&�^�^���|�����"¡��"¡<"¡ 

(35)

F� = 14� 8 1 2"^� �#-$%�&�^-^B� + /� �"^��#-$%�&�^�^���|�����"¡��"¡<"¡�
-�  (36)

where "¡ is the radial-component wavenumber, |����
is the Hankel function of second kind and 

zero
th
 order, ρ is the radial distance � = ��¢ − ¢′�� + �l − l′��, and K, the reflection coefficient: 

� = 1 − Z'1 + Z' (37)

 In Eq. (37), εrc represents the dielectric complex permittivity defined as: 

Z�£ = Z�_¥"M¦ −  §¥"M¦Y  (38)

The spectral functions /M   are given by the following expressions: 

/� �"^�� = −"^_4%56 − Z�£"^�"^_4%56 + Z�£"^� + � (39)

/� �"^�� = �Z�£ − 1� "^��"^_4%56 − "^���"^_4%56 + "^���"^_4%56 + Z�£"^�� + �"^� − "^_4%56��"^_4%56 + Z�£"^�� (40)

In these equations "A0 and "A_¥"M¦ are the z-directed wavenumbers defined as follow: 

"^�� + "¡� = "��, "^_4%56� + "¡� = Z�£"��
. (41)

It is well known that the Sommerfeld integrals in Eqs. (35) and (36) are slowly convergent and 

will be consequently evaluated using the complex image technique [16], [27]. Each spectral function 
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/̈ �"^��, �M = 1,2�  is approximated by a short series of exponential functions with complex 

coefficients aij, bij: 

/M  �M=1,2��"A0� = ©5�#ª«¬%�& + ©5�#ª«+%�& + ⋯+ ©5®#ª«¯«%�& (42)

The complex coefficients are obtained from Matrix Pencil method [28]. The number Ni of terms 

in the series is chosen in such a way to minimize the approximation error (between Eqs. (39)-(40) 

and (42) and is usually found to be about 12~13 for the scenario investigated in this paper). 

By substituting the spectral functions in Eqs. (35)-(36) with Eq. (42) and applying the 

Sommerfeld identity [29], [30], we obtain: 

F]�� = #-$%&
°4�g4�����4±²'³	9³'´
− � #-$%&
µ4�g���������²P45-49P95	9³'´

+ ¶©�$ #-$%&
¬·4�g�$
®¬
$¸������������±´k¹³º	5´P»³4	9³'´

, ¼� = 12~13 
(43)

F� = #-$%&
°4�g4�����4±²'³	9³'´
+ ¶©�$ #-$%&
+·4�g�$

®+
$¸������������±´k¹³º	5´P»³4	9³'´

, ¼� = 12~13 
(44)

with                   g4 = e∆¢� + �l − lB�� + �A − A′��f�/�	 (45)g� = e∆¢�+�l − lB�� + �A + A′��f�/� (46)

g5$ = T∆¢� + �l − lB�� + �A + AB −  À5$��V�/�
 (47)

The Green’s functions are composed of a source term representing the direct wave, a quasi-static 

term representing the reflected wave (only for F]��
), and a series of complex image terms. This latter 

term accounts for the diffraction that occurs at the skin/air interface due to the fast-varying behavior 

of the reflection coefficient at grazing angles in the Sommerfeld integral [31]. Such a formulation can 

be illustrated as in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3. Complex image components for an aperture antenna. 
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In Figure 3, the aperture radiating above a lossy half-space is equivalent to an array composed of 

the original source, the quasi-static image, and a series of complex images, all source and images 

radiating in homogenous free space. 

The input admittance is computed for observation points forming an aperture in front of the 

radiating aperture and spaced with an infinitesimal distance ∆x from the source. Therefore, a 

singularity is encountered when trying to solve the quadruple integration in Eqs. (32) – (34) using 

Green’s functions in Eqs. (43)-(44) for RS tends to 0 (meaning that the elementary source and the 

observation point are almost at the same position). To avoid this singularity, a change of variable § = l − l′ is performed and leads to the following expressions of the vector term (from Eq. (32)): 

q56] = − 4"�� Yμ�jPkℎPk 8 8 Á8 F]��Â��§�<§�
-��� + 8 F]��Â��§�<§���

� Ã������
��

������
�� <A′<A (48)

where  

Â��§� = cos > RÄ���? Å���R Æ � R�P �§ + jPk� − �Ç sin >�RÄ���?� − sin > RÄ���? Å���ÇR Æ �1 − cos >�RÄ���?�, (49)

Â��§� = cos > RÄ���? Å���R Æ � R���� �−§ + jPk� + �Ç sin >�RÄ���?� + sin > RÄ���? Å���ÇR Æ �1 − cos >�RÄ���?�, (50)

and the scalar term (from Eq. (34)): 

q56� = 4> �jPk?�
 Yμ�jPkℎPk 8 8 Á8 F�È��§�<§�

-��� + 8 F�È��§�<§���
� Ã������

��
������

�� <A′<A 
(51)

where  

È��§� = £É¥ > RÄ���? Å���R Æ � R���� �§ + jPk� + �Ç ¥M¦ >�RÄ���?� + ¥M¦ > RÄ���? Å���ÇR Æ �1 − £É¥ >�RÄ���?�, (52)

È��§� = £É¥ > RÄ���? Å���R Æ � R���� �−§ + jPk� − �Ç ¥M¦ >�RÄ���?� − ¥M¦ > RÄ���? Å���ÇR Æ �1 −
£É¥ >�RÄ���?�. (53)

 

The final expression of the total input impedance is consequently: 

q56 = 4� YZ��jPkℎPk 8 8 Á8 F]��Â��§�<§�
-��� + 8 F]��Â��§�<§���

� Ã������
��

������
�� <AB<A
+ 4 > �jPk?�

 Yμ�jPkℎPk 8 8 Á8 F]��È��§�<§�
-���

������
��

������
��

+ 8 F]��È��§�<§���
� Ã <AB<A	 

(54)
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The integral in Eq. (54) is convergent since we reduce the singularity order from 4 to 3. When 

evaluating the inner zz’ integral in Eq. (54) with different values of ∆x < λ / 10
6
 (very close to the 

actual aperture plane) for Eqs. (45)-(47), a constant admittance is obtained, which confirms that 

convergence is achieved. One can assume that the calculated admittance is the input admittance of 

the aperture considering the extremely low value of ∆x (< λ / 10
6
). 

The input impedance of a standard WR15 (3.76 x 1.88 mm² size) waveguide aperture with a TE10 

field distribution operating at 60  GHz is computed by inversing the admittance from equation (54) 

for different heights hT ranging from 0 to 10 mm above the body skin. For validation, the result is 

compared with the impedance of the same aperture obtained from CST Microwave Studio with time 

domain solver. The simulated structure is shown in Figure 4. A WR15 waveguide is placed above the 

middle of a phantom. Since the theoretical calculation of the impedance assumes an infinite PEC 

around the aperture (like with classical apertures radiating in free space [18]), we simulated the 

aperture also with a PEC around (touching the boundary box) in order to validate equation (54) with 

a geometry as close as possible to the one theoretically assumed. The phantom size is fixed at 

200 x 200 x 3 mm
3
 (no changes are observed on the input impedance when the phantom exceeds this 

size). The impedance of an aperture with an infinite PEC around radiating in free space is also 

computed using the theoretical formulation in [25] and simulated with CST Microwave Studio to 

show that at higher height on body skin phantom, the obtained impedance tends to the one in free 

space. The resulting input impedance variation with respect to the aperture height above the body 

skin phantom is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The aperture input impedance exhibits a sinusoidal 

variation along antenna heights above the body with a half-wavelength period around the free-space 

input impedance. The amplitude decreases with the antenna height and tends to the free space 

aperture impedance. The difference between computed result and CST results is always less than 5 % 

for both real and imaginary parts. 

 

 

Figure 4. Simulated aperture structure in CST Microwave Studio. 
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Figure 5. Computed and simulated input impedance real part variation along the height hT at 

60 GHz. 

 

Figure 6. Computed and simulated input impedance imaginary part variation along the height 

hT at 60 GHz. 

In the scenario considered in this paper, i.e. operation frequency at 60 GHz, a single layer of skin 

is sufficient to model on-body propagation. However, for lower frequencies, multi-layer geometry 

including other human tissues (e.g., fat, muscle) has to be considered. To solve the integral in 

equation (54), we provide additional material in Appendix B to consider triple-layer geometry (i.e., 

skin/fat/muscle). 

5. Link budget and efficiency results 

5.1. Radiated power 

Knowing the input impedance (its real part in particular) and assuming no loss resistance, it is 

now possible to calculate the field radiated by the dipole and the aperture antenna, with both 

accepting the same input power Pin, using equations (17) and (19). Firstly, the path loss between 

antennas and an observation point located on the skin/air interface (i.e., hR = 0 mm) is plotted for 

antenna height hT = 0 mm and hT = 3 mm in Figure 7a and 7b respectively. Results for the dipole and 

for three different aperture widths are given. Aperture widths are limited by TE10 monomode 

propagation constraint. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 7. Path loss between antennas and observation point on body skin dielectric phantom 

(hR = 0 mm) for different transmitter height : (a) hT = 0 mm, (b) hT = 3 mm. 

When hT = 0 mm, the path loss is greater with the dipole and the received power is the largest 

with the widest aperture. The difference between the received powers from a dipole and an aperture 

at different observation positions increases with the aperture width from 1 dB (wap = 2.75 mm) to 

4.5 dB (wap = 4.5 mm). When hT = 3 mm, while the widest aperture exhibits the best performance, it 

is to be noted that the dipole performs better than the 2.75-mm-wide aperture (by about 1.8 dB at r = 

40 cm). The attenuation at r = 40 cm is higher (87.3 dB) for antennas in direct contact to the body 

skin phantom than at hT = 3 mm (80.8 dB). 

The angular variation of the path loss is now investigated. The azimuthal variation along the 

skin/air interface is shown in Figure 8 and the elevation pattern in Figure 9.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 8. Path loss in the azimuth plane for a radial distance r = 25 m: (a) hT = 0 mm, (b) 

hT = 3 mm (see coordinate system in Figure 2). 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 9. Received power in the elevation plane for radial distance r = 25 cm: (a) hT = 0 mm, 

(b) hT = 3 mm (see coordinate system in Figure 2). 

In the azimuth plane, the field is plotted only in the forward space. The dipole exhibits an 

omnidirectionally radiated field and the apertures have their maximum radiation at ϕ equals to 0° for 

all cases. It is interesting to note that the 2.75 mm-width aperture placed at hT =3 mm radiates less 

power than the dipole at θ = 90° and r = 25 cm. The aperture -3 dB beamwidths are presented in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. -3dB Beamwidth in the azimuth plane 

Aperture width hT = 0 mm hT = 3 mm 

wap = 2.75 mm 180° 180° 

wap = 3.76 mm 96° 104° 

wap = 4.5 mm 84° 82° 

As in free space, the beamwidth decreases with the aperture width. It is to be noted that when 

wap = 2.75 mm, the directivity is so low that a variation of less than 3 dB is observed over the whole 

azimuthal angular range. This is why the -3 dB beamwidth is equal to 180°. In the elevation plan 

(normal to the dielectric plane), the main lobe is 30° up-tilted for all cases in Figure 9. The 

beamwidth is a bit larger for hT =3 mm. As observed previously in the azimuth plane, the smallest 

aperture radiates less power than the vertical dipole at this height (see Figure 9b). 

In the case of off-body links, i.e., a link between an on-body antenna and a remote base station, a 

performance characterization in terms of radiation efficiency may constitute a more useful criterion. 

Indeed, since humans are moving, the orientation of the on-body antenna with respect to the one of 

the base station will vary with time. So, assessing the antenna radiated power toward one particular 

direction appears less suitable than assessing the overall radiation efficiency. Consequently, dipole 

and aperture antennas efficiency are computed and the results are discussed in the next section. 
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5.2 Radiation efficiency 

The radiation efficiency has been computed for both the vertical dipole [11] and the vertically 

polarized aperture at different height hT above the body in the 60 GHz-band. It is defined in Eq. (13) 

by the ratio between the radiated and the input power. The radiated power Prad has been obtained 

with Eq. (14) using the far-field in the upper half-space given in Eq. (15) (with a distance r equals to 

100 m). In far field, the main contribution in the field is from direct and reflected waves. The 

constant currents for the current density in the field expression (15) for each antenna are normalized 

to fix the accepted input power at 1 W, knowing the input impedance thanks to Eqs. (17) – (19). The 

radiation efficiencies at different frequencies around 60 GHz and at different heights hT above the 

body skin phantom are plotted separately for a vertical dipole antenna and the standard WR15 

waveguide in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the radiation efficiency variation along the height hT for all 

considered antennas. The efficiency has also been simulated in CST for the aperture with standard 

waveguide dimensions WR15 at four different heights hT above the body phantom, 0 mm, 3 mm, 

5 mm, and 10 mm. For different phantom sizes (50 x 50 x 3 mm
3
 and 100 x 100 x 3 mm

3
), the same 

result is obtained proving that farfield conditions are respected. Simulated results are shown in 

Figure 11 where a good agreement is obtained with the efficiency computed from Eqs. (13)-(15). 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 10. Radiation efficiency in [%] at different height above the body skin phantom : (a) 

dipole (length l =1.88 mm); (b) Aperture WR15 : 1.88 x 3.76 mm². 

 

Figure 11. Radiation efficiency in [%] at different height above the body skin phantom at 

60 GHz: computed and simulated results. 
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For a given configuration, Figure 10 shows that the radiation efficiency does not vary much over 

the 60 GHz license-free bandwidth
2
. The variation is less than 3.5 % in all cases. The efficiency is 

significantly lower when antennas are located at hT = 0 mm, about 20% (-7 dB) for the dipole and 

30 % (-5.2 dB) for the apertures, than when located at higher height, reaching about 60% (-2.2 dB) 

for all antennas in Figure 10 and Figure 11. In general, a large difference is observable by moving the 

antenna at 3 mm above the skin. The largest aperture is the most efficient when placed in direct 

contact to the skin but with a slight difference compared to the two other apertures. Finally, the 

dipole, as the smallest antenna, presents the lowest efficiency. However, for heights greater than 

3 mm above the skin, there are no large differences among antennas and all efficiencies converge 

toward 60 % (-2.2 dB). 

The on-body efficiencies reported for antenna operating around 60 GHz are quite different 

depending on the antenna type and polarization. Some measurements are in good agreement with our 

results for a low profile antenna in [32] exhibiting an efficiency of 10 % at hT = 0 mm, 30 % at hT = 

1 mm and 63 % at hT = 6 mm. The efficiency variation with respect to the antenna-body spacing is 

also observed for a SIW (Substrate Integrated Waveguide) multi-directional antenna in [33]. The 

efficiency decreases from 91% (in free space) to 9% when touching the body, reaches 47% at a 

height hT higher than 1 mm, and tends to 60% at hT = 5 mm, which agrees pretty well to the results 

presented in Figure 11. 

5.3 Discussion 

When touching the human body, the vertically polarized aperture antenna that exhibits some 

directivity appears to perform better in terms of radiation efficiency than the quasi-omnidirectional 

vertically polarized dipole antenna. However, when a spacing distance of about 3 mm (i.e., 0.6 λ) is 

observed, there is no real benefit of the aperture over the dipole. Also, it is interesting to note that a 

wider aperture that naturally leads to higher directivity does not exhibit higher radiation efficiency 

and in the frame of BAN, would not be in general useful, considering the fact that the position of the 

communicating nodes is usually not known due to the moving nature of the human body. So, in the 

considered scenario, it appears that the radiation efficiency improvement is not related to the 

directivity but to the current distribution itself. 

It is also interesting to note that although the dipole performs slightly better than the 

wap = 2.75 mm-aperture in Figure 8 and Figure 9 for hT = 3 mm in terms of received power at 

r = 0.25 m, we can see in Figure 11 that the radiation efficiency of the wap = 2.75 mm-aperture is yet 

slightly higher than the dipole one. So, although the radiation efficiency determined in far-field like 

in Figure 11 can be a good indicator of performance of on-body antennas for off-body links, it is less 

appropriate when evaluating the link budget for on-body communications, i.e., when both nodes are 

placed on the human body. The information of the local diffraction that occurs near the skin/air 

interface is lost in far-field whereas it can contribute to the on-body link. 

 

 

                                                 
2
 The frequency dispersion of the skin’s complex permittivity is taken into account using [17]. 
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6. Conclusion 

The gain dependence on the distance for an elementary dipole radiating on a lossy dielectric was 

first established. For Body Area Network, this constitutes a limitation to de-embed antenna 

characteristics from body channel or to compare antenna characteristics once on the body. 

Consequently, a theoretical approach was conducted to compare a vertical dipole and rectangular 

aperture antenna radiation on a planar body skin phantom at 60 GHz. To establish the performance in 

terms of link budget and radiation efficiency, it was necessary to normalize the accepted power for 

both the antennas. To do so, the aperture input impedance has been derived into a fast-convergent 

integral that is easy to compute, based on the complex image technique. The aperture has been found 

to exhibit higher radiation efficiency with respect to the dipole when antennas are located very close 

to the human body (< 0.6 λ). However, increasing the size of the aperture, and hence its directivity, 

did not increase the efficiency, which suggests that only the complete current spatial distribution 

does influence the amount of power that is lost into the human body. When the dipoles and the 

different apertures were located more than 0.6 λ away from the body, no significant differences were 

found between them and the efficiency was about 60 %. Further perspectives of this work aim at 

investigating the radiation efficiency with horizontally polarized current distributions and other 

antenna structures. 

APPENDIX A. VECTOR TERM SIMPLIFICATION IN THE APERTURE ADMITTANCE 

The H-field potential term is given in Eq. (26) by: 

|� = − 1 Yμ� ∇[ ∇′F��X|X′�}�X′�<Ê′c′  (A1)

 

When integrating by parts: 

|� = − 1 Yμ� ∇
ËÌÍ
ÌÎ8 F��X|X′�}�X′�<¦�Q¹�������������¸�

− [ F��X|X′�∇′}�X′�<Ê′c′ ÏÌÐ
ÌÑ

 (A2)

<¦� is the elementary vector normal to the aperture surface, dl is the aperture contour. }�X′� has a non-zero component along y-axis but its component is null on the contour 

since }�X′� = }� cos >R�′��� ? . l′n . 

|� = 1 Yμ� ∇[ F��X|X′�}� @ �jPkC@− sin @�l′jPk CC<Ê′c′  (A3)

hus, 

q56� = 1 Yμ�2|s56|� [ Ò∇[ F��X|X′�}� @ �jPkC sin @�l′jPk C<Ê′c′ Ó}∗�X�<Êc  (A4)
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By integrating by part a second time: 

q56�

= − 1 Yμ�2|s56|� Ô8 Õ[ F��X|X′�}� @ �jPkC@−sin @�l′jPk CC<Ê′c′ Ö}� cos@ �ljPkCl�. <¦��������������¸�Q¹
−[ Ò[ F��X|X′�}� @ �jPkC@− sin@�l′jPk CC<Ê′c′ Ó∇@}� cos @ �ljPkCC<Êc × 

(A5)

q56� = }�� > �jPk?�
 Yμ�2|s56|� [ [ F��X|X′� sin @�l′jPk C sin @ �ljPkC<Ê′c′ <Êc  

(A6)

when substituting 
Ø&�«Ù with Eq. (31), we will obtain (34). 

APPENDIX B. IMPEDANCE ON A MULTILAYER 

To take into account the body multilayer structure, the complex image functions in Eqs. (39) and 

(40) are redefined. The Green functions expressions, F]��
 and F�, remain the same than in Eqs.  

(43) and (44). K is the amplitude of the quasi-static image defined previously by Eq. (37). The 

spectral functions /M   include the multilayer structure and become: 

/� �"^�� = −Γ�Ø + � (B1)

Γ�Ø = h4%56_9±k − h�_P5'h4%56_9±k + h�_P5' (B2)

/� �"^�� = @Z�_¥"M¦ − 1Z_¥"M¦ C h�_P5'�h4%56_9±kZ�_¥"M¦ − h�_P5'��h4%56_9±kZ�_¥"M¦ + h�_P5'��h4%56_9±k + h�_P5'�
− @ 1Z_¥"M¦C �h4%56_9±kZ�_¥"M¦ − h�_P5'��h4%56_9±k + h�_P5'�  

(B3)

where h�_P5' is the air impedance and h4%56_9±k is the surface impedance at the top of the skin. 

Iteratively for each layer, the impedances are defined according to the following relations: 

h�_¹P�³' = "^_¹P�³'YZ�Z�_�©l#� (B4)

h¹P�³'_9±k = h�_¹P�³' h4²ª_¹P�³'_9±k +  h�_¹P�³' tan�"^_¹P�³'ℎ¹P�³'�h�_¹P�³' +  h4²ª_¹P�³'_9±k tan�"^_¹P�³'ℎ¹P�³'� (B5)

"^_¹P�³' = Ý"���Z�_�©l#� − 1� + "^_P5'�
 (B6)
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In these equations, "^_¹P�³' are the z-directed wavenumbers, hlayer denotes the layer thickness and 

εr_layer the layer complex permittivity. The indice “sub_layer” in Eq. (B5) indicates the layer under the 

considered layer (muscle for fat, fat for skin). 
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